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PRESS RELEASE: 9th JUNE, 1970. 
FROM; PREMIER (MR. DUNSTM) 
SUBJECT:. OFF-SHORE RIGHTS 
A clear issue emerged in the meeting of the Australian 
Minerals Council today. 
The Commonwealth demanded that the question of who exactly 
had what rights to .pass laws in off-shore areas over any 
matter be the subject of a law in the Federal Parliament. 
The law would be designed to give the Federal Parliament 
all rights to everything beyond low water mark and since this 
would be contested, it wanted the matter then settled by a case 
in the High Court. 
The States pointed out that there were widely conflicting views 
as to any exact division of powers between the States and the 
Commonwealth. They held that if any powers overlapped, no 
single case in the High Court could decide the matter. 
Further, they believed that if the Commonwealth proceeded in 
its stated course, then the States, the Commonwealth, and the 
public, would be subject to cases before the High Court which 
would be lengthy, expensive, complicated and take probably 
10 to 20 years to resolve the whole position. 
The States suggested that, instead, the way put of this 
complicated legal bind (which had been found previously by a 
joint agreement of the States and the Commonwealth in the 
Off-Shore Oil Agreement and legislation) should be repeated 
for all off-shore purposes and that the States would co-operate 
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with the Commonwealth in ensuring that overriding national 
considerations of foreign investment, Australian equity in 
companies exploiting off-shore minerals, maintenance of the 
marine environment, prevention of pollution and the like, 
would be ensured. 
The Commonwealth refused to budge an inch. It simply said 
that it was going to assert its total right in the area and 
it refused any offer of co-operation by the States whatever. 
The only concern it had of the States was that they should 
act as servants of the Commonwealth on terms which the 
Commonwealth determined and which they could change without 
consultation with the States. 
The States pointed out to the Commonwealth that this would 
mean that decisions could be taken in the Federal Court 
which might declare invalid the whole of the States' harbors, 
fisheries, and navigation legislation - even down to Local 
Government by-laws relating to beaches. 
The Commonwealth was apparently prepared to risk that, but 
could give us no reason why it wished to do so. 
During the day a statement appeared in the 'News' stating 
that Mr. Gorton promised to the States similar legislation 
to the off-shore oil legislation. 
This of course the States would have accepted. 
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The Commonwealth Ministers in the conference categorically-
denied that Mr. Gorton had made any such statement and said 
that they would not offer this on behalf of the Commonwealth. 
They said that the Commonwealth was going to assume full control 
and then tell the States what they could do as servants of the 
Commonwealth in the areas the Commonwealth chose to use them. 
In the result, no decisions were taken in the Minerals Council 
and the majority of States informed the Commonwealth that their 
Ministers would advise their Cabinets that they could see no 
further purpose in meeting with the Commonwealth in Minerals 
Council; that they would not co-operate with the Commonwealth 
in its proposals and that .they would use all means available 
to the States to fight them. 
This regrettable conclusion was only reached after the States 
had begged the Commonwealth to agree to a joint operation with 
the States in which the States would fully co-operate in 
ensuring to the Commonwealth its rights to overall control 
in matters of national interest. 
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